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fine. But I wanted to emit data from different observables depending on a certain condition, so I created another subject to pass the other observable in subscribe. It works fine except for one thing. The problem is if it gets a value from other observable it has to emit the next value in subscribe but it doesn't let it. See the code: export
const showDataFromOtherObservable = new Subject(); const req = { url: '', type: 'GET', headers: { 'User-Agent': 'curl' } }; const res = await fetch(req); const data = await res.json(); if(data.data.isOwner) { this.showDataFromOtherObservable.next(data); } else { console.log('not owner'); }
this.showDataFromOtherObservable.subscribe(data => { let data = [...data]; data.push(['New Data!!']); this.dataService.insertData(data); this.dataService.getData(data); }); Here I get the data from the api when it's a owner and I get the value from the subscription inside the if condition. When I'm not in the condition I get the error
TypeError: "data" is not iterable. I've tried to stop emitting it inside the subscription, but it still get the data from the subscription. 6d1f23a050
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